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Supplementary Fig. S1. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S1 Legend. A conceptual diagram of the workflow for calculating the 
community climatic indices (CTI and CPI) and annualized change rates (TR and MR) of ecoregions 
based on the climatic distribution of observations and collections: A) All observation and collection 
records from the New World were downloaded from BIEN database version 4.1.1 using the BIEN 
package in R (http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/). B) Collection records were filtered to include only 
those with georeferenced coordinates and with a year of collection between 1970 to 2011. C) Based 
on record coordinates, we extracted the Mean Annual Temperature (MAT, oC) and Total Annual 
Precipitation (TAP, mm) estimates from the CHELSA extrapolated climate rasters (http://chelsa-
climate.org/). D) Species’ optimal Mean Annual Temperature (MATopt, 

oC) and optimal Total 
Annual Precipitation (TAPopt, mm) were calculated using the mean MAT and TAP, respectively, of 
all collections from 1970 to 1985. We only calculated MATopt and TAPopt for species with more than 
20 records in this initial 15-year period. E) The Community Temperature Index (CTI, oC) and 
Community Precipitation Index (CPI, mm) were calculated for each New World ecoregion in each 
calendar year as the mean MATopt and TAPopt, respectively, of the incumbent plant species weighted 
by the number of records in that year within the ecoregion. CTI and CPI were only calculated for 
ecoregions with more than 50 total collections in the year a correction procedure was applied to 
account for potential sampling biases (see Supplementary Fig. S5). F) For all ecoregions with ten or 
more CTI/CPI estimates, Thermophilization Rates (TR, oC yr-1) and Mesophilization Rates (MR, 
mm yr-1) were calculated as the slope of the linear least square regression between CTI or CPI, 
respectively, and year.  

http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/
http://chelsa-climate.org/
http://chelsa-climate.org/
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Supplementary Fig. S2. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S2 Legend. The distribution of differences in A) CTI and B) CTI between 
the initial (1970-1985) and final (1996-2011) communities in ecoregions. 
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Supplementary Fig. S3. 

 
 

Supplementary Fig. S3 Legend. Results of a simulation illustrating the effects of niche truncation 
on thermophilization in ecoregions at different MATs. In the simulation, 1000 species are assigned 
true optimal temperatures (MATopt) that are uniformly distributed between -5 and 35oC. The 
species are observed at temperatures normally distributed around their MATopt (st. dev. = 1.5) but 
only between the thermal limits of 0-30oC (i.e., colder and hotter observations are missing due to 
niche truncation). The observed MATopt (MATopt.obs) is then calculated for each species on the 
basis of these observations and the Community Temperature Index (CTI.current) is calculated for 
1oC temperature bands (i.e., ecoregions) from the MATopt.obs weighted by the number of 
collections per band. CTI is then recalculated under set warming rates and perfect species migrations 
- perfect migration is achieved in the simulation by decreasing the true MATopt of each species by 
the warming rates.  Warming rates are indicated by the dashed lines in the figures and are simulated 
to be either A) constant (+2) or B) fastest in the coldest ecoregions (i.e., +4 at high/cold latitudes 
and +2 at low/hot latitudes). The thermophilization of each band/ecoregion is calculated as the 
difference between the original and final CTI. The process is reiterated 500 times. Plotting the 
simulation results (one line per iteration) shows that even when all species are migrating perfectly, 
the observed magnitude of thermophilization will be decreased at hot and cold thermal extremes 
due to niche truncation coupled with a lack of immigrants into the hottest areas. 
 
#####R code for simulation 

CTI.current = CTI.future = TR = list() 

 

for(z in 1:1000){ 

 MATopt = runif(1000, -5, 35)   

 collections = collections.future = list() 

 MATopt.obs = c()  

 for(i in 1:1000){ 

 collections[[i]] = rnorm(n=100, mean=MATopt[i], sd=1.5) 

 MATopt.obs[i] = mean(collections[[i]][collections[[i]]<=30 & collections[[i]]>=0])  

 warm.rate = 2 # for A 

 warm.rate = 4 - 0.06667*MATopt[i] # for B 

 collections.future[[i]] = rnorm(n=100, mean=MATopt[i]-warm.rate, sd=1.5) 

 } 
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 CTI1 = CTI2 = c() 

 for(i in 1:30){ 

 n.col = n.col.future = c() 

 for(j in 1:1000){ 

 n.col[j] = sum(collections[[j]]<i & collections[[j]]>=(i-1) & collections[[j]]<=30 & 

collections[[j]]>=0) 

 n.col.future[j] = sum(collections.future[[j]]<i & collections.future[[j]]>=(i-1) & 

collections.future[[j]]<=30 & collections.future[[j]]>=0) 

} 

  

 CTI1[i] = weighted.mean(MATopt.obs, w=n.col, na.rm=T) 

 CTI2[i] = weighted.mean(MATopt.obs, w=n.col.future, na.rm=T) 

 } 

  

 CTI.current[[z]] = CTI1 

 CTI.future[[z]] = CTI2 

 TR[[z]] = CTI2-CTI1 

} 

 

#plot results 

require(scales) 

plot(TR[[1]], type='n', xlab="Ecoregion MAT (oC)", ylab="Thermophilization (oC)", 

ylim=c(0,4), cex.lab=1.4) 

for(i in 1:500){ 

points(TR[[i]], col=alpha('red', .25), type='l')} 

 

abline(h=2, lty=3, lwd=3)   # for A 

abline(4, -0.06667, lty=3, lwd=3)  # for B 
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Supplementary Fig. S4.  
 

 
Supplementary Fig. S4 Legend. Random intercept and slope coefficients for relationships 
between TR and MATch (a) and MR and TAPch (b) for ecoregions within biomes as predicted with 
linear mixed-effects models (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction). Blue points represent the mean and 
lines are the 95% confidence interval (conditional deviation). In each panel, biomes are ordered by 
their random intercept value. The overall relationship between thermophilization rate and 
temperature change was TR = 0.01oC + 0.38 × MATch (Parametric bootstrap 95% CI for MATch = -
0.07 - 0.81; Marginal R2 = 0.03; Conditional R2 = 0.20; F-value = 2.8739). The overall relationship 
between mesophilization rate and precipitation change was MR = 1.46mm + 0.78 × TAPch (95% CI 
for TAPch = -2.55 – 4.41; Marginal R2 = 0.004; Conditional R2 = 0.079; F-value = 0.215). 
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Supplementary Fig. S5. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S5 Legend. The relationships between species’ MATopt (

oC) calculated using 
the mean MAT at observation locations from 1970-1985 vs. species’ MATopt calculated using A) the 
median and B) mode MAT at observation locations. The relationship between the Community 
Temperature Index (CTI, oC) of ecoregions calculated using MATopt values estimated from mean 
observation locations vs. the CTI of ecoregions calculated using MATopt values estimated from the 
C) median and D) mode observation locations. In C and D, blue points indicate initial CTI values 
(1970-1985) and red points indicate final CTI values (1996-2011). The lines show the 1:1 
relationship and the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients for all relationships are 
indicated on the figure (df = 189).  
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Supplementary Fig. S6. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S6 Legend. The relationships between species’ TAPopt (mm) calculated using 
the mean TAP at observation locations from 1970-1985 vs. species’ TAPopt calculated using A) the 
median and B) mode TAP at observation locations. The relationship between the Community 
precipitation Index (CPI, mm) of ecoregions calculated using TAPopt values estimated from mean 
observation locations vs. the CPI of ecoregions calculated using TAPopt values estimated from the C) 
median and D) mode observation locations. In C and D, blue points indicate initial CPI values 
(1970-1985) and red points indicate final CPI values (1996-2011). The lines show the 1:1 relationship 
and the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients for all relationships are indicated on the 
figure (df = 189). 
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Supplementary Fig. S7. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S7 Legend. The relationships between different indicators of water 
availability and corresponding community climate indices: A) the mean TAP vs. the Community 
Precipitation Index (mm), B) the mean Thornthwaite Aridity Index vs. the Community Aridity 
Index (unitless, 0 – 100), and C) the mean Climatological Moisture Index vs. the Community 
Moisture Index (unitless, -1 – 1). The lines show the 1:1 relationship and the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients for all relationships are indicated on the figure. The Thornthwaite 
Aridity Index and Community Aridity Index were not available for all ecoregions (df = 172). 
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Supplementary Fig. S8. 

 
Supplementary Fig. S8 Legend. Diagram depicting the effects of biased sampling on the 
Community Temperature Index with and without the application of the correction procedure (CTI 
and CTI.corrected, respectively) under scenarios with and without warming (and corresponding 
species migrations). The first, left-hand, panel depicts a single hypothetical ecoregion with 8 grid 
cells distributed evenly across a thermal gradient from 9 to 16oC. The local MAT of each grid cell is 
shown in the blue boxes. Each grid cell is populated with a community of plant species with 
different optimal temperatures (MAT.opt). Species with low MAT.opt are more likely to occur in 
cold cells; species with high MAT.opt are more likely to occur in hot cells. Ten of the plants are 
sampled (colored) and the CTI is calculated as the mean of the sampled plants’ MAT.opts. In this 
case, sampling is biased towards cold cells so the CTI is low (10.2oC) relative to the actual mean 
ecoregion temperature (12.5oC). To correct for sampling bias, we 1) subtract the local grid cell 
temperature from each plant’s MAT.opt, 2) take the average of the temperature 
differences/deviations for sampled plants and 3) add the mean deviation to the mean ecoregion 
temperature. The CTI.corrected (12.8oC) is close to the actual mean ecoregion temperature. The two 
right-hand panels show how CTI would change in the ecoregion if collection biases shift towards 
hotter areas when there is no warming (top) vs. when there is warming of +1.0oC and a 
corresponding shift in species’ ranges (bottom). In both cases, CTI and CTI.corrected are calculated 
following the same procedures as above. Importantly, when calculating CTI.corrected, the original 
grid cell temperatures and original mean ecoregion temperature are still used even when 
temperatures change through time. In both cases, the collection bias towards hot areas inflates CTI 
but the CTI.corrected accurately represents the ecoregion temperatures and the amount of 
warming/thermophilization.  
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Supplementary Fig. S9. 
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Supplementary Fig. S9 Legend. 
A simulation illustrating the effectiveness of the correction procedure applied to minimize effects of 
collection biases on estimates of an ecoregions’ CTI and TR. In the simulation, a hypothetical 
ecoregion is created with a set number of grid cells (in this case 1000) and each cell is assigned a 
random local temperature (MAT). Hypothetical species are then created with random MAT.opts. In 
each year of a set study period (in this case 40 years), the ecoregion grid cells are probabilistically 
populated with plants such that the probability of a species occurring in a grid cell increases as 
MAT.opt approaches the local grid cell temperature. The local grid cell temperature, and thus the 
probability of a species occurring there, changes through time as determined by a set of user-selected 
warming rates (in this case A) – 0.01oC yr-1, B) 0.0oC yr-1, and C) +0.01oC yr-1) . In each year, a set 
number of plants (in this case 10000) are randomly “collected” from the ecoregion. The number of 
collections from each individual grid cell is set as being either random (unbiased) or strongly biased 
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towards having an increasing proportion of collections coming from hotter cells through time. 
Based on the collections in each year, the ecoregion’s uncorrected CTI is calculated as the mean 
MAT.opt of all collected individuals, and the ecoregion’s uncorrected TR is the slope of the 
regression CTI ~ year. The ecoregion’s corrected CTI is calculated as the mean of the differences 
between each plant’s MAT.opt and the local grid cell temperature where it was collected (always 
using the original year=0 grid cell temperatures). The ecoregion’s corrected TR is the slope of the 
regression CTI.corrected ~ year. 
 
#####R code for simulation showing the effects of strongly biased sampling for hotter 

areas of a hypothetical ecoregion through time on estimates of Community Temperature 

Index (CTI) and thermophilization rates (TR) with and without the correction 

procedures applied. The code is currently set for a 40 year study period. 

 

warming = c(-.01, 0.0, 0.01)  ## set desired warming rates (oC yr-1); 0 

indicates stable temperatures 

 

for(z in 1:length(warming)){ 

 CTI.rand = CTI.corrected.rand = CTI.biased = CTI.corrected.biased = c() # create 

empty vectors to hold results 

 

 eco.temp = rnorm(n=1000, mean=20, sd=3)  ##create "map" of random 

temperatures (MAT) per grid cell in simulated ecoregion 

 

 for(yr in 0:40){  ## for each year over the 40 year study period... 

 MAT.opt = runif(n=5000, min=5, max=35)  ## create species with random MAT.opts 

between 5 and 35oC 

 plants = matrix(NA, nrow=length(eco.temp), ncol=5000)  ## create empty 

matrix to hold simulated plant communities within each grid cell 

 

 for(i in 1:length(eco.temp)){  ## for each grid cell in the ecoregion, sample 

individuals of the simulated species at random with a probability of being sampled 

proportional to MAT.opt such that the probability of a species being sampled is 

greatest when eco.temp equals MAT.opt; consequently grid cells will mostly contain 

individuals of species 'optimized' to the local temperature 

 p = dnorm(eco.temp[i]+yr*warming[z], mean=MAT.opt, sd=2) ## p is the probability of 

sampling species with changes through time based on set warming rate 

 plants[i,] = sample(MAT.opt, 5000, prob=p, replace=T)  ## sampled 

individuals are assigned their MAT.opt for use in calculating CTI 

 } 

 

 

 delta = plants-eco.temp  ## for the correction, individuals are assigned the 

difference of their MAT.opt and the local MAT of the grid cell where it occurs 

(eco.temp) 

 delta2 = delta  ## create replicates for use in comparing random vs biased 

sampling 

 plants2 = plants 

 

 n.samps.rand = rnorm(n=length(eco.temp), mean=10, sd=2)  ## collect n.samps 

random individuals from each grid cell in the ecoregion without bias  

 n.samps.rand[n.samps.rand<0] = 0  ## number of sampled individuals cannot be 

negative 

 n.samps.rand = (n.samps.rand/sum(n.samps.rand))*10000  ## scale n.samps so 

that total samples within the ecoregion is 10,000 

 

 n.samps.bias = (eco.temp)^(yr/20)  ## this creates a directional bias such 

that more individuals are collected from hot cells and the magnitude of bias increases 

each year; in yr 0 there is random sampling 

 n.samps.bias[n.samps.bias<0] = 0  ## number of sampled individuals cannot be 

negative 
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 n.samps.bias = (n.samps.bias/sum(n.samps.bias))*10000  ## scale n.samps so 

that total samples within ecoregion is 10,000 

 

 for(i in 1:length(eco.temp)){  ## "collect" the set number of individuals 

from the community in each grid cell of the simulated ecoregion 

 s.rand = sample(1:5000, n.samps.rand[i]) 

 s.bias = sample(1:5000, n.samps.bias[i]) 

 plants[i,-s.rand] = NA  ## uncollected plants are eliminated as NAs 

 plants2[i,-s.bias] = NA 

 delta[i,-s.rand] = NA 

 delta2[i,-s.bias] = NA 

 } 

 

 CTI.rand[yr+1] = mean(plants, na.rm=T)  ## CTI in each year with unbiased 

sampling using the uncorrrected MAT.opts 

 CTI.corrected.rand[yr+1] = mean(delta, na.rm=T)+mean(eco.temp)  ## using the 

corrected MAT.opts 

 CTI.biased[yr+1] = mean(plants2, na.rm=T)  ## CTI in each year with biased 

sampling using the uncorrrected MAT.opts 

 CTI.corrected.biased[yr+1] = mean(delta2, na.rm=T)+mean(eco.temp)  ## using the 

corrected MATopts and converting back to absolute temperature units instead of 

deviations 

 } 

 

##make figures of results 

 win.graph() 

 par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

 plot(CTI.rand, xlab='Year', ylab='CTI (oC)', las=1, main="unbiased collections, no 

corrections", pch=21, bg="gray", cex=1.5) 

 abline(lm(CTI.rand~seq(1,41,1)))  ## plot estimate of thermophilization rate 

 points(seq(0,40,1), mean(eco.temp)+(warming[z]*seq(0,40,1)), type='l', col=2, lwd=2) 

 ## plots line with change in ecoregion temp per year 

 

 plot(CTI.corrected.rand, xlab='Year', ylab='CTI.corrected (oC)', las=1, 

main="unbiased collections, with corrections", pch=21, bg="gray", cex=1.5) 

 abline(lm(CTI.corrected.rand~seq(1,41,1)))  ## plot estimate of 

thermophilization rate 

 points(seq(0,40,1), mean(eco.temp)+(warming[z]*seq(0,40,1)), type='l', col=2, lwd=2) 

 ## plots line with change in ecoregion temp per year 

 

 plot(CTI.biased, xlab='Year', ylab='CTI (oC)', las=1, main="biased collections, no 

corrections", pch=21, bg="gray", cex=1.5) 

 abline(lm(CTI.biased~seq(1,41,1)))  ## plot estimate of thermophilization 

rate 

 points(seq(0,40,1), mean(eco.temp)+(warming[z]*seq(0,40,1)), type='l', col=2, lwd=2) 

 ## plots line with change in ecoregion temp per year 

 

 plot(CTI.corrected.biased, xlab='Year', ylab='CTI.corrected (oC)', las=1, 

main="biased collections, with corrections", pch=21, bg="gray", cex=1.5) 

 abline(lm(CTI.corrected.biased~seq(1,41,1)))  ## plot estimate of 

thermophilization rate 

 points(seq(0,40,1), mean(eco.temp)+(warming[z]*seq(0,40,1)), type='l', col=2, lwd=2) 

 ## plots line with change in ecoregion temp per year 

 

 } 


